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Throughout this paper we assume that every ring has an identity. A ring S 
is called left (right)-injective if it is a left (right)-injective S-module. A ring 
is called injective if it is left- and right-injective. 
In this Note we will prove the following result on the uniqueness of ring 
of matrices. For every ring S, let I%&(S) d enote the ring of all n X n matrices 
with coefficients in S. 
THEOREM. Let U be an injective ring, V be a ring, and n E N. Then any 
isomorphism 
WSU) - NW) 
implies an Gomorphism 
The theorem will be an immediate consequence of the 
LEMMA. Let S be an injective ring. Then g 
el ,..., en E S,fl ,-,fn E S 
are sets of tidempotents, satk-fying 
S = Se, @ *-- 0 Se, = SfI @ -*. @ Sfn 
St?i N Sej , 
sfi - sfj 9 
forall <i,j<n,then 
for all 1 < i < n. 
Se, - sfi 
Proof of Lemma. We first consider the case where S is semisimple. Then 
by ([ 11, Theorem 4.7 and Lemma 4.1), S is a von ru’eumann ring and therefore 
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every finitely generated left ideal of S is a direct summand of S and con- 
sequently is a left-injective and -projective S-module. Let, for all 1 ,( i < rz, 
pri : Sei + Sfl denote the restriction of the projection of S onto Sfl . 
Without loss of generality we can assume that pyl # 0. In fact, at least 
one pri must be # 0. 
We have the exact sequence 
0 + Ker(pr,) + Se, -+ Im(pr,) -+ 0. 
Since Im(pr,) is a finitely generated left ideal of S, that sequence splits and 
then we can write 
Se, = Ker(pr,) @ H 
for a (# 0) left ideal H of S. 
Let F denote the family of all pairs (H*, ‘3*) formed by 
and 
a left ideal H* of S with H C H* C Se, 
a monomorphism 9+ : H* + Sfl , extending p,/H 
(/ denotes restriction). We order F in the natural way. 
Let (HI, 9r) denote a maximal pair in F. Then 9r can be extended to a 
homomorphism 9’ : Se, + Sfl by the property of being Sfi a left injective 
S-module. Now, by repeating an earlier argument we can write 
Se, = II, @ Ker(S’). 
Let L, = Ker(B’), Kr = ‘Y(H,). We have 
Se, = H, GJL, 
and 
(Ml arises from the fact that Kl = %‘(H,) N HI is left-injective). 
Let 
eli : Se, + Sei 
eii : sfi + sfi 
be the given isomorphisms. 
We write 
Hi = eli(f~A 
& = G(Kd, 
for all 1 < i. 
We have then 
Li = uLd, 
Mi = f%(Md, 
Sei = Hi@Li,Sfi = Ki@Mi, l<i<n. 
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We now compose the isomorphisms Hi N Ki to obtain an isomorphism 
Going back to our hypothesis, we asked S to be injective and so far we 
only used the left part. The right injectivity is needed now to be able to 
apply a theorem by Utumi ([I], Theorem 5.6) which enables us to extend 
(-) to an isomorphism of S. In fact, an injective ring is continuous, in 
Utumi’s terminology and so his theorem applies in our situation ([I], 
Theorem 5.1). In conclusion we can extend (*) to an isomorphism of S 
onto S. It is clear that this automorphism induces an isomorphism of the 
left ideals, 
Sotice that if L, = 0 then both sides of (**) are zero and this gives 
immediately the isomorphism Se, N S’lf . So, in this case we have finished. 
Otherwise, and reasoning as before, we can define a nonzero monomorphism 
g of a left idcal R CL, into &Zi , and therefore get a monomorphism 
9’ + g of HI + R into Sfi and so a pair (HI -I- ir, 99’ + g) E F larger 
than (HI , 9’), a contradiction. The case L, # 0 is impossible and in con- 
clusion 9’ gives an isomorphism of Se, onto Sfi . This proves the Lemma 
under the hypothesis of the semisimplicity of S. Let N(S) denote the 
Jacobson radical of S. The quotient ring S/N(S) is a semisimple injective 
ring ([Z], Theorem 4.8). Furthermore, and without loss of generality, we 
can assume ([2], Chap. III, Sec. 7, Proposition 2) that the idempotents 
{e,}, and equally {fi}, are orthogonal. If x -+ x’ denotes the canonical 
homomorphism S --t S/N(S) = S’, we get, passing to the quotient, the 
situation 
S’ = Se,’ 9 .-- @ Se,’ = SfI’ @ 1-e @ Syn’, 
where S’ei’ N S’ej’ and S’fi’ - S’fj’. 
By applying the first part of the proof we get an isomorphism 
S’ei’ N yfi’ 
which suffices ([2], Chap. III, Sec. 8, Proposition 1) to assure us that 
Se, - sfi 
The Lemma is now completely proved. 
Proof of the Theorem. Let {eii} and {fjj>, 1 < i, j < n, be sets of matrix 
units belonging, respectively to, M,(U) and &Z,(V). Let an isomorphism 
lM,( U) N A&(V) be given. If fi, maps into fij E M,(U) by the given 
isomorphism, 1 < i, j < n, we can write 
(U* = M,(U)) U* = U*e,, @ e-0 @ U*e,, = U*fil @ *a- @ U*fnn 
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and 
U*eii N U*ejj , U*fif N U*fjj , 1 < i, j < n. 
Now, since U is injective we have ([.3], Theorem 8 and also [I], Theorem 8.3) 
that U* = M%(U) is injective. The Lemma then applies and we have an 
isomorphism 
U*eii - U*fii , 1 ,<i,<n 
Finally (w* denotes anti-isomorphism) 
U - eiiU*eii -* End&U*eii) 
N Endu*( U*fii) - Endv*( V*fli) 
-*fgPf,', 
- V[V* = M,(V)]. 
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